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About This Game

Your husband Richard lies dead beneath the cherry blossoms of Old Japan, and the police are of no help. Step into history and
uncover the truth when no one else will. Find devilishly hidden clues, explore exotic locales, and bring the killer to justice!

The hidden object genre meets historical fiction for the first time
Over 1200 cleverly hidden objects
Over 20 handpainted backgrounds
Stirring, Japanese-themed soundtrack
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season of mystery the cherry blossom murders review. season of mystery the cherry blossom murders. season of mystery the
cherry blossom murders walkthrough. season of mystery the cherry blossom murders free download

Really good HOG the story keeps you going and some of the things you have to find can sometimes be down right impossible to
see but give it time and try not to use the hints and itll pop up.

Good story, nice art hard to find objects you cant go wrong.
Also square pulled through with some nice tunes they never seem to get repetitive even if there is only a few of them.

9/10

. Good HOG. A bit short, 6 hours for 2 playthroughs to 100 percent completion, but I did enjoy it. Nothing disappointing about
it but the story was good, with a few twists that I didn't see coming.. A classic Hidden Object game, however finding the objects
themselves can sometimes prove difficult especially when the art is hand drawn. Don't get me wrong - there are beautiful images
and the soundtrack while repetitive is eerily calming, but things can be difficult to spot on your first (even second) time over.

Also wish there were more 'locations' to search instead of the 8 or so which you tend to go back and forth to, making it slowly
become repetitive over time.. Quite entertaining hidden object game with mixture of VN elements set in pre-WWI Japan.
Maybe not as good as the Sherlock Holmes hidden object game and others but still solid. Quite intriguing this was published by
Square of all outfits.. This game is a fairly decent point and click/hidden object game IF you have a sense of humor and don't
take it seriously.

I mainly play these types of games because they're a little bit...well, stupid [in a good way]. This specific one is no exception and
had me laughing really hard through the whole game because of how nonsensical the plot is. For example, the first thing that
happens in the game is a couple cops rule a man's death a suicide and then leave the body on the floor of the widow's home. All
the so-called "clues" are...just really contrived. It's not a realistic scenario by any stretch of the imagination...but the game is
super enjoyable.

Do not expect this game to be something it isn't, but don't sell it short either. As a veteran point-and-clicker, I breezed through
this game, but it's a fun time-waster for casual gamers and is easy to complete in 2.5 hours to get the achievement. I beat it
nearly 3 times so I could get the "find 1000 items" achievement and didn't feel annoyed at all, it wasn't tedious and you can click-
through/skip dialogue, etc [so also be careful when you're clicking because you might accidentally skip dialogue you wanted to
read].

I don't know if it's worth the $5 Steam is asking because of the short completion time, but if you can catch it during a sale and
you like this type of game, pick it up for sure!. Keeps you thinking.. This game is freaking adorable and I really enjoyed it. The
scenes are stunningly beautiful and the music is amazing. The main character Irene is a badass lady who takes
no♥♥♥♥♥♥from nobody and I love it. The game is a great mixture of object searches, mini games and dialogues. I will
definitely play it again to earn all the achievements!. I love hidden object games and this is one of my favourites. Great story
and challenging scenes and puzzles. Worth picking up in a sale.
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Pros:
+ It's a hidden object game that actually has significantly more hidden object scenes than mini-games. It wasn't until I started
buying more hidden object games that I realized how unusual this is.
+ The artwork is usually easy to decipher.
+ Nice in-game hint system. You have the option of either clicking on a hidden object in order to see what its silhouette looks
like (very helpful during instances where you don't know what the object is or are thinking of something completely different -
the game's idea of what a walnut is looks more like a peanut to me), or you can flat-out have the game show you where the item
is. The game then takes a while to reload its ability to show you where items are.
+ The mystery story isn't too bad and is certainly less cheesy than the stories of a lot of hidden object games I've played.
+ Decent replay value - there are lots possible hidden objects, and you're asked to find different ones each time you play. I had
almost as hard a time finding objects the second time around as I did the first.
+ The part where you had to find a specific pendant across several locations was pretty clever.

Cons:
- The mini-games aren't all that great. A few "put these things back together" puzzles (the bottle one was the best of the bunch),
a few memory matching games, a couple box unlocking puzzles, and a sort of slider puzzle.
- Repetative. Although again, if all you're really interested in is finding hidden objects, you get that in spades here.
- The character artwork was a bit disappointing, although I eventually got used to it.
- Very short. My first playthrough, paying full attention to the story and not using any hints beyond the silhouette feature, took
maybe 2.5 hours.
- Although the game has a large variety of objects it can ask you to find, the number of scenes you get to visit is pretty small. Be
prepared to go to the same locations over and over again.

I got this on sale and was satisfied with it. It's too bad it isn't part of a mystery-solving series or something, either starring the
American heroine or Japanese detective (or both).. Boring - there's no challenge to it at all. It's also not voice acted, and the
dialogue scenes are annoying, since they refresh the screen with every sentence, and characters blink in and out of existence..
Fair story line with good hidden objects. I also enjoyed the score for the game.. This game has been one of the most interesting
hidden object games I've played. There is definitely a level of quality you get with this one that you don't get with the other
hidden object games on steam. that being said the game plays almost exactly like the rest. so if you love hidden object games
like myself, you'll like this one.. A classic Hidden Object game, however finding the objects themselves can sometimes prove
difficult especially when the art is hand drawn. Don't get me wrong - there are beautiful images and the soundtrack while
repetitive is eerily calming, but things can be difficult to spot on your first (even second) time over.

Also wish there were more 'locations' to search instead of the 8 or so which you tend to go back and forth to, making it slowly
become repetitive over time.. Point and click to win.
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